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BACKGROUND
In order to optimize process flow
through a facility, an
owner/operator may need to alter
the design conditions for a given
vessel to expand the operating
envelope. This rerating can be a
useful tool to debottleneck, change
throughput, and address changes in
service for pressurized equipment.
National Board Inspection Code
(NBIC) Part 3 provides guidance to
perform, verify, and document
acceptable alterations, including
rerates, to pressure-retaining items
regardless of the Code of
construction.
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WJE was asked to perform design calculations according to ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel code
requirements to support rerating several vessels to higher maximum allowable working pressures
(MAWP) and/or maximum allowable working temperatures (MAWT). The objective of the effort was
to support National Board of Inspection Code (NBIC) alterations by the Owner/Operator by
verifying the suitability of the vessels to operate at design conditions outside those listed on the
nameplates, and establish applicable corrosion allowances.
SOLUTION
WJE performed ASME code calculations with the commercial pressure
vessel software COMPRESS® to verify the acceptability of the requested
rerate design conditions. In each case, allowable stress values for each
component were defined based on the original construction code as a
function of the design temperature. The most recent API 510 inspection
reports were reviewed to establish the current expected condition of each
vessel.
The calculations considered all applicable loading, including MAWP,
MAWT, full vacuum pressure, dead loads (e.g., insulation, appurtenances,
etc.), and hydrostatic loading from the contents. For some vessels, wind,
seismic, and nozzle loading were also addressed.
For each vessel, a comprehensive engineering design calculation report
was produced for review by the Owner/Operator’s designated Authorized
Inspector. The report included maximum allowable corrosion allowances
for each component to establish inspection interval frequencies.
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